In long production cycles, the earliness and tardiness weight (utility) of products vary depending on the time. It is necessary to reflect the weight of products for earliness and tardiness at decision epochs to decide on the optimal strategy. This research demonstrates the use of Stochastic Utility Evaluation (SUE) function approach to optimize system performance using multiple criteria. In addition, this research explores how SUE function using stochastic information can be derived and used to strategically improve existing approaches. SUE function for earliness and tardiness is used in an existing model to develop a triobjective problem. Typically, this problem is very complex to solve due to its trade-off relationship. However SUE function makes it relatively easy to solve the tri-objective problem since SUE function can be incorporated in an existing model. It is observed that SUE function can be effectively used for solving a tri-objective problem.
INTRODUCTION
The semiconductor industry has continued to be an important field of research in recent years because of the widespread use of integrated circuits (IC) in devices ranging from personal computers to high-tech electronics. Due to the growth of the semiconductor market, research in IC fabrication technology and methodology is steadily expanding. Wafer production is a very complex process with a long production cycle; and much of the complexity results from batching, time-step, and sequencing problems at several stages of the cycle. The majority of problem-solving methods attempt to minimize production attributes such as cycle time, earliness and tardiness (Mathirajan and Sivakumar 2006) . Most often, the batch process itself is the bottleneck, particularly since competing factors come into play for the important decision to run a partial batch versus waiting for future arrivals to form a full batch.
On-time delivery and rapid production of wafers are the two critical factors affecting the retention of customers and influencing the performance of manufacturer. Diffusion furnaces are the most commonly used batch processors in semiconductor production. Yet while they can handle a batch of products concurrently, their processing times are too slow compared to serial processors that handle one product at a time. This research analyzes forthcoming performance-enhancing measures in the decision-making phase of batch processing that aid in controlling batch processors. At the decision epoch, most models use a static weight for product type; however, if earliness and tardiness are considered at the decision point, the dynamic weight for product type needs to be estimated according to stochastic information in the long-run control of a batch processor and multiple product types.
The purpose of this research is to develop a SUE function to provide the dynamic weight for product type at each decision point. The focus is on performance improvement considering multi-criteria with the use of SUE function in existing model. This paper is organized into six sections. Section 1 introduces the research problems. In the next section, past research studies relevant to dynamic control of batch process systems are reviewed. In Section 3, the SUE function is introduced and the procedures to derive it for tardiness only, earliness only, and both earliness and tardiness are presented. Section 4 discusses how to apply the SUE function to existing approaches to solve tri-criteria (cycle time and earliness/tardiness) problem. The simulation results for benchmark strategies such as NACH-SUE, MBS-SUE, no idle and full batch are analyzed in section 5. Section 6 discusses contributions of this research and suggests topics for additional research in the future.
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
There is limited amount of research studies in cited literature to use the utility value to solve strategic decision problem in dynamic control of batch processing system. In an earlier paper, Park and Banerjee (2010) explored how utility can be used to strategically control Minimum Batch Size (MBS) model for a single product. However, there is considerable work done without utility value that attempts to analyze the performance of such systems using performance metrics such as cycle time and earliness/tardiness. Batch processing has been traditionally studied as a queuing problem. Bailey (1954) was probably the first to address a bulk service queuing system for single arrival/single server system with Poisson process and service in batches. A conventional batch processing strategy is Minimum Batch Size (MBS) which is considered as one of the general methods for processing batches. Deb (1976) showed a dynamic programming approach to obtain the optimized MBS strategy to minimize expected cost. Neuts (1967) considered optimizing a batch service queue with Poisson arrivals in case of a single lot using MBS rule. In this method, when the number of lots in the queue exceeds the predetermined MBS value, a batch is processed. Neale and Duenyas (1997) described the mixture of product type case where distributions of arrivals for each lot are different and a large number of different types can be batched together. Near-future arrival information is assumed to be available in order to make a decision, a decision epoch is chosen at points when batch processor becomes idle or an arrival occurs while the batch processor is idle. Duenyas and Neale (1997) suggested an optimal control limit method for a single batch process for two types of lots. In this paper, heuristic control policies to solve for larger number of lot types are proposed. Glassey and Weng (1991) showed the first look-ahead batch control policy, which is called as DBH using mean waiting time of lots just before a batch processor as the performance measure. Fowler, Phillips, and Hogg (1992) provided a Next Arrival Control Heuristic (NACH), which integrated a rolling horizon approach. NACH uses only the next arrival time, and determines whether it is more efficient to start the batch process at the next arrival time. The process of the decision making is repeated when this arrival occurs. In their later research, NACH approach was extended for multiple processors by Fowler, Hogg, and Phillips (2000) .
Considering cycle time and due date criteria, Mönch et al. (2005) have provided two different decomposition approaches for the given NP-hard problem in order to minimize total weighted tardiness on parallel machines with incompatible families and jobs with unequal ready times. The first approach fixes the batches, assigns them to the machines using GA, and sequences the batches on each machine. The second approach assigns jobs to machines using a GA, figures the batches for each individual machine for the assigned jobs, and sequences these batches. Reichelt and Mönch (2006) have focused on minimizing makespan and total weighted tardiness on multiple batch processors. Their approach follows the three-stage (batching, assignment and sequencing) algorithm developed by Mönch et al. (2005) . The adaptation occurs in the batch assignment stage (GAbased method), Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) is utilized to find the Paretooptimal solutions, and a local search method is utilized to improve the Pareto-optimal solutions. Mason (2007) has used NSGA-II to improve on time delivery, decrease cycle time variation, and decrease violation of the timer to minimize recirculation. Ganesan, Gupta, and Iyer (2004) have proposed scheduling for the batch processors to minimize mean cycle time and maximum tardiness. According to this research, each decision is made within the short-term future and the outcomes with respect to the criteria are evaluated. It shows Pareto-optimal decision to be obtained and provided to the decision-maker as the Paretooptimal boundary. For the NP-hard problem of n independent jobs with due dates and sequencedependent setup times, Gupta and Sivakumar (2005) have utilized a Pareto-optimal approach to minimize average cycle time, average tardiness, and to maximize machine utilization. First, they used a discrete event simulation approach and then compromise programming approach at each decision point in simulated time.
There are a few research studies using utility evaluation function in batch processing that is typically found in semiconductor manufacturing system. Clark (1990) introduced time-value function, which considers the relative utility values of the activities that they have, in scheduling dependent real-time activities.
While various research studies to solve single or bi-criteria problem have been introduced in this section, there are scant research studies which consider the weight of each product type that changes over time. As discussed in section 1, in a long production cycle time system the utility value of lots can vary for diverse factors, such as contractual penalties, change of price for product, loss of customer goodwill, surplus of lots, etc. Among the time-dependent factors, due date and storage cost, are particularly critical, since utility value can significantly vary in response to the penalties imposed for missing the due date deadline. Obtaining the utility evaluation function which reflects the accurate value at each epoch is more desirable from a business perspective. Therefore a SUE function is developed and introduced in the next section to overcome the limitation in the existing literature.
STOCHASTIC UTILITY EVALUATION FUNCTION APPROACH
In practice, the factors due date and storage cost have considerable impact on utility value. A utility evaluation function can be approximately derived from existing business information on due date that affects tardiness and storage cost that affects earliness. Clark (1990) has identified the time-utility function by considering the very simple case of time-utility function which is due date-oriented. Park and Banerjee (2010) have used three utility evaluation functions and applied these to existing models -MBS-U and DBH-U. For ease of explanation, they make the following assumptions for utility evaluation function:
1. Utility evaluation function is a linear time utility model. 2. The due date used in time utility function is "current time," not "expected time to finish". In other words, use the current time to obtain utility value at the point when current time is not past the due date, but expected time to finish the job is past the due date.
Their research, however, was preliminary and limited since they assumed linear utility evaluation functions. According to assumptions made for utility function, the result can vary substantially and be trivial. They did not consider due date prior to occurrence. For example, if tardiness is not considered before due date in the bi-criteria problem (cycle time and tardiness), the algorithm focuses on reducing cycle time. However, as the time approaches due date, tardiness becomes more important; thus, to reflect its importance before the due date, the utility function must have a value before due date. Finally, although they have used a stochastic process for the interarrival time, information from the distribution, such as the likelihood estimator, was not used for decision making. A stochastic utility evaluation function has been developed in this research in order to overcome these limitations.
Introduction of the Stochastic Utility Evaluation (SUE) Function
Most of the literature has used stochastic process for arrivals such as exponential distribution (Cerekci and Banerjee 2010; Fowler, Phillips, and Hogg 1992; Van Der Zee, Van Harten, and Schuur 2001) , and for solving the bi-criteria problem, the subjective weight for tardiness has been specified by decision maker. However, in a stochastic process, the probability function which indicates the values of the rela-tionship between the two variables, a random variable and independent variable, can be derived. Also, the probability function introduces the variable indicating the values within the range of a random variable and the probability as the dependent variable. Therefore, when the weight for tardiness changing over time needs to be considered, the value from the probability function can be used as the weight for tardiness. The value from a probability function can be considered as more objective than the value obtained by a decision maker. Even though the value from a decision maker is subjective, in the existing approach for solving the bi-criteria problem the weight for tardiness is still decided by decision maker, and the weight is fixed over time in their approaches. Based on the weight from a probability function, this research introduces a Stochastic Evaluation Utility (SUE) function that captures the weight for the tardiness that changes over time.
The following notations are used here for the SUE function:
N j = Number of orders for product j D j = Due date for product j C tj = Completed jobs for product j at time t a j = Number of remaining orders for product j at time t W j (t) = Weight function for product j at time t F j (t, a j ) = Probability function for product j at time t given number of remaining orders for product j
The SUE function for batch process control problem can be defined as follows:
The objective of SUE function is to find the optimal weight for tardiness. Parameters and variables from the problem, (e.g., the percentage jobs that can be completed by due date), are used in SUE function. The SUE function U j (t) combines the probability to complete jobs by due date using a stochastic approach, and the other deterministic parameters: due date, number of orders, completed jobs and remaining orders. For example, assume that arrival rate of a specific job type follows exponential distribution, due date is time T and number of orders is n. Two cases are possible. The first case estimates the probability to finish remaining jobs by due date at a decision epoch. If the probability is low, it means that there will not be enough arrivals of lots to complete all the jobs by due date. Thus the weight for tardiness should be high to complete the jobs by due date. The second case finds the ratio of remaining orders and number of possible jobs to complete them. If the ratio is high, less number of lots than orders will arrive at the batch processor by due date. Thus the SUE function can be obtained as in the first case.
Earliest Due-date (EDD) is a common strategy to prioritize different batch arrangements. When there is an available product in queue, a batch is processed according to EDD strategy. The batch which has a minimum average due-date is chosen to be processed on the machine. However, EDD strategy has a vital problem when due-date for each product is very similar and the number of remaining order for each product has a large difference. For example, if there are two products (Product 1 and 2). Due date of product 1 is just ahead of due date of product 2 and the number of products in queue is the same. However, at decision epoch, the number of remaining orders is significantly different for each product. If EDD strategy is used to choose an alternative, the decision is that the batch of product 1 is processed. However, even though due date of product 2 is later than product 1, the batch of product 2 needs to be processed since product 1 still has a chance to be on time (no tardiness) for the remaining time until due date. On the other hand, if product 2 (which has a large number of remaining orders) is not processed at decision epoch, the possibility to be on time becomes lower and tardiness becomes larger.
From this point of view, a SUE function strategy is more useful than EDD strategy since the SUE function considers due date, number of remaining orders and remaining time until due date.
SUE Function for Tardiness
Researchers have proposed various approaches and algorithms considering cycle time, tardiness and both cycle time and tardiness for solving the batch process control problem. Among these approaches, solving the bi-criteria objective optimization problem is more difficult than the single criterion objective problem, due to the trade-off between cycle time and tardiness. In order to solve the bi-criteria problem, they have focused on ways to combine the weight for each criterion into a single criterion. However there are limitations to this approach as they do not account for changing weight for each criterion. This research modifies the existing approach using a SUE function to solve the bi-criteria problems to reflect the changing weight over time.
Genetic and Pareto-optimal approaches have been used to solve bi-criteria objective optimization problems. The latter approach combines multiple objectives into one scalar objective. Pareto optimal approaches can be categorized into weighted aggregation, minimum fractional deviation, global criterion and compromise programming. All of these use weights for all the criteria chosen by the decision-maker. The weight chosen by a decision maker can often lack objectivity. On the other hand, the use of SUE function, which is derived from stochastic information, such as expected estimation, can provide the desired objective weight.
Assume that lots arrive at a batch processor according to an exponential distribution with rate λ, number of order N, and due date D. In order to obtain the SUE function, the probability to finish jobs given remaining time by due date is considered. The probability function F(·) of the random variable X, given number of order N and due date D for arrival distribution at time t for a single product is defined by
F(t, a) = 1 -P{X ≤ a | t}
The function obtains the estimated probability that random variable X takes on a value that is less than or equal to number of remaining orders by due date. If a lower probability is estimated, the probability not to complete jobs by due date is higher, which implies that tardiness increases. Therefore, this property provides weights for tardiness at time t when the SUE function is plugged into the cycle timebased approach to solve bi-criteria objective problems.
If there will be enough arrivals to complete jobs by due date, the algorithm for bi-criteria problem needs to focus on minimizing cycle time since the probability of not completing jobs is very low. In this case, the weight for tardiness can be the value of 1 and the algorithm is exactly the same as cycle time based approach. However, as time approaches due date, the probability not to complete jobs increases. Therefore the weight for tardiness increases by the amount proportional to increased probability. Now assume that lots arrive at a batch processor according to an exponential distribution with rate λ. Figure 1 shows a specific example where as time approaches due date (100 time units), the probability to complete jobs by due date decreases. On the other hand, as time approaches due date, the weight for tardiness increases since tardiness must be considered more than cycle time in order to complete jobs by due date. Figure 2 shows a specific instance of the weight change over time and assumes the formula
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W(t) = 1, where F(t, a)=1 W(t) = 2-F(t, a), where F(t, a) < 1
Figure 2: Time-weight function for tardiness
The applicable tardiness value can be plugged into existing approaches for minimizing cycle time in order to solve the bi-criteria objective (cycle time and tardiness) problem.
SUE Function for Earliness and Tardiness
The SUE function for earliness can also be derived from following the procedure for tardiness described above; however, earliness occurs far from due date. When earliness is considered in the probability function, the JIT scheduling is important. In order to acquire the JIT schedule, the minimum period when number of arrival is the same as number of orders is set up. After due date, earliness does not need to be considered since just after completing jobs, products departs from the current system to the next. Thus, in this case, the weight for earliness is the value of 1, which is the base value. On the other hand, the weight for the earliness is increasing as time is further from due date since time in storage is increasing.
In practice, the tardiness cost such as contractual penalty and earliness cost such as storage cost can be obtained. Therefore the ratios of the comparative weights for earliness and tardiness are used to get the probability and SUE function for the earliness and tardiness. Now assume that lots arrive at a batch processor according to an exponential distribution with rate λ. As time approaches due date, the probability to complete jobs by due date decreases (see Figure 1) . On the other hand, as time approaches due date, the weight for earliness decreases as a result of a decrease in storage cost. Figure 3 shows an example of the weight change of earliness over time and assumes the formula (the costs for tardiness include contractual penalty and loss of consumer's good will; the cost for earliness includes storage cost). 
(t, a)=0 W(t) = 1+r*F(D-t, a), where 1> F(t, a)>0 Park and Banerjee
W(t) = 1+r,
where F(t, a)=1 Figure 4 illustrates a SUE function to solve the tri-criteria objective problem and uses the formula
W ET (t) = W E (t) + W T (t) -1;
where W E (t) = Weight for earliness W T (t) = Weight for tardiness Figure 4 : Time-weight function for earliness/tardiness As mentioned earlier, there is limited research for solving the tri-criteria objective problem including cycle time, earliness and tardiness. However, the value from a SUE function (for both earliness and tardiness) can be plugged into existing approaches that minimize cycle time only.
APPLICATION OF SUE FUNCTION TO THE TRI-CRITERIA BATCH PROCESS CONTROL PROBLEM
In practical applications, a decision-maker considers multiple criteria. Due to complexity of problems and the trade-offs among criteria, few research studies have considered more than two criteria. Mathirajan and Sivakumar (2006) have reviewed and categorized the research on batch process control problems into one criterion (cycle time, tardiness, average number of jobs, etc.) and bi-criteria (cycle time and tardiness, and earliness and tardiness). There is limited research on tri-criteria including cycle time, earliness and tardiness. This section shows how to apply the SUE function to the existing models for tri-criteria objective problems.
Modification of the Benchmark Strategy for Tri-Criteria Problem
Using the SUE function for earliness and tardiness, a similar procedure can be applied to the triple objective approach as follows:
MBS-SUE for tri-criteria problem
Using the SUE function for earliness and tardiness, the weighted value remains constant (=1) when a job is expected on time, implying that there will be no earliness and tardiness (i.e., the SUE function has the value of "1"), since the weights for commodities are not changing. In this case, MBS-SUE behaves the same as the MBS model. Once a job is expected late or early (i.e., the weight for tardiness and earliness has the values from the SUE function), the results of the MBS-SUE approach will vary with the stochastic information of arrival such as types of arrival distribution and rate, traffic density, etc. For the multiple products case, the MBS-SUE for triple criteria is similar to the MBSX approach. When more than one type of products have greater than MBS value in the queue, the one with the longest weighted waiting time using the SUE function for earliness and tardiness is selected. When there is more than one nominee, the one with the shortest weighted processing time using the SUE function for earliness and tardiness is selected.
NACH-SUE Approach for Tri-Criteria Problem
Using the weight from the SUE function for earliness and tardiness, the gain and loss based on weighted value in the NACH rule is obtained, and the best epoch is decided to obtain the positive gain. For the NACH-SUE for tri-criteria problem, the SUE function for earliness and tardiness is applied to the NACH approach. Therefore the additional loss for NACH-SUE caused by waiting for the future arrival at t 1 is calculated by WArea 1 (t) = W ET (t) × q(t 1 -t 0 ). This area, which reflects the weighting value from the SUE function for earliness and tardiness, represents the total additional loss for the q lots that are in queue at t 0 . The gain caused by waiting for the future arrival at t 1 is calculated by WArea 2 (t)= W ET (t) × q( t 0 + T j -t 1 ).Therefore, the net gain is given by WNet(t) = WArea 1 (t) -WArea 2 (t). Similar to the procedure for a single product case, NACH-SUE for multiple product types for earliness and tardiness mimics NACH-SUE for tardiness as follows If the machine is idle, If full batches are available, Then choose a product
and batch is processed. Here, W j is the total delay for the other products when the product j is processed. j * means that among product types, the product j * has minimum waiting time metric value.
Else, evaluate NACH j for all j,
Here, SY is the set of j which needs to wait for a next arrival. On the other hand, SN is the set of j which does not need to wait for a next arrival.
then choose j * = arg min j ϵ J W j Else, 
Full Batch Approach for Tri-Criteria Problem
At the decision point t 0 , if only one available full batch remains in queue, the batch proceeds with the full batch. When there is more than one type of products with full batch in the queue, the type with the longest weighted waiting time using SUE function for earliness and tardiness is selected. When there is more than one nominee, the one with the shortest weighted processing time using the SUE function for earliness and tardiness is selected.
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No Idle Approach for Tri-Criteria Problem
At the decision epoch t 0 , if more than one available full batch is available, the no-idling policy is the same as the full batch policy. On the other hand, if there are only partial batches, the one with the longest weighted waiting time using the SUE function for earliness and tardiness is selected. As with the full batch policy, when there is more than one nominee, the one with the shortest weighted processing time is selected.
SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of modification of the benchmark strategy is experimented under the same conditions for bi-criteria problem. Each of the control strategies is tested for each scenario. The experiment of control strategies provide 3 scenarios for the traffic intensity. Each scenario is simulated with each of the control strategies. A Pentium dual core 3.20 GHz processor and 2 GB RAM is used for the scenario and Matlab 7.5 is used for the simulation code.
The performance (cycle time, earliness and tardiness) of NACH-SUE, MBS-SUE, No idle and full batch, are compared to each other. The overall performance comparison in Table 1 Table 1 ). The closest performing approach to NACH-SUE is MBS-SUE since the latter chooses the best MBS to maximize the performance. On the other hand, no idle rule and full batch rule has a lower performance since no idle rule does not allow waiting for next arrival and full batch rule is waiting for next arrival by full batch in queue. Table 1 shows the trend of performance improvements when SUE function for earliness and tardiness is used in the strategies. The overall performance improvements gained by dynamic SUE function are 20.19%, 12.18%, 12.21%, 16.54% for No idle, full batch, MBS-SUE, NACH-SUE respectively (see Table 2 ). Dynamic control strategy where utili-ty value for earliness and tardiness is changing over time has significant performance improvement over static control strategy (utility value is fixed over time). Figure 5 shows that there is a steady performance improvement with increasing traffic intensity. This is due to the fact that with higher traffic intensities, the number of products in queue becomes larger and full batch is observed often. This leads to just starting the process without idling and running with full machine capacity. At low traffic intensity, performance improvement over no idle and MBS-SUE is similar to each other since the best MBS at low traffic intensity is mostly low value of MBS which is similar to no idle strategy. On the other hand, at high traffic intensity, performance improvement over full batch is comparable to MBS-SUE since the best MBS at high traffic intensity is mostly high value of MBS which is similar to full batch strategy.
Traffic intensity = 0.2 Traffic intensity = 0.5
Traffic intensity = 0.8 Figure 5 : Performance improvements observed for NACH-SUE for tri-criteria problem with traffic intensity
CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The contributions of this research are the following. First, the main contribution of this research is to solve tri-criteria problem which has not been studied at length. This research develops a SUE function for earliness and tardiness, and then this function is applied to the benchmark strategy such as NACH-SUE and MBS-SUE in order to minimize tri-criteria (cycle time and earliness/tardiness). This shows that the SUE function considers more than two criteria simultaneously and with the use of this function, multi-objective problem can be solved with the combined strategy (SUE function and benchmark strategy).
Second, the performance of strategies for cycle time, earliness and tardiness using SUE function is improved when compared to existing model using static utility value. More importantly, it is found that the NACH-SUE strategy has the most performance improvement, and performance improvement of NACH-SUE with respect to MBS-SUE, No idle and full batch strategy is observed in the simulation scenarios.
Finally, performance improvement of NACH-SUE over the other benchmark strategies does not have significant changes with respect to number of products, machine capacity and processing time except traffic intensities among all scenarios. Performance improvements observed for NACH-SUE are in the range of 2.01 -84.02%, and performance differences between dynamic and static strategies are in the range of 12. 18 -20.19% . However, among all criteria, the cycle time has increased in dynamic strategy. It shows that even though the performance for cycle time is reduced in dynamic strategy (It is to be noted that the objective of static strategy is to minimize cycle time only; however, the dynamic strategy considers tri-
